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Acquiring skills to underpin better lesson creation and delivery.
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About the Course
PowerPoint is an under-used teaching resource/technique in the primary
classroom. This is mainly because teachers just haven’t the adequate skills set to
easily create a good PowerPoint. This course will change that for YOU! Like
hundreds of teachers before you, join our PowerPoint course this year and leave
with a set of skills that you will continue using for the rest of your teaching
career. Your future lessons will have the PowerPoint edge!
100's of free PowerPoint lessons to download, edit and use from within
the course.
NOTE:
The online format of this course enables you to study at a time and place that
best suits your own needs.
You can access your course anytime until February 28th 2023.
Within this highly interactive web-based course, a dynamic learning experience
awaits, where you can interact with your fellow course participants through the
in-course chat forums and communication tools provided by the CPD College
learning system.

Our friendly and knowledgeable tutors actively support each course, providing
expert interaction, guidance and feedback for all participants on chat questions
and assignments which call for critical reflection, self-analysis and a reasoned
response.
On successful completion of your course, you can download and print off your
CPD record and certificate of completion.
We look forward to welcoming you to your course.
Learning outcomes
This course aims to:
Equip teacher with the skills necessary to use and re-use PowerPoints in
their teaching
Develop teachers’ knowledge of how ICT can be used to enhance lesson
delivery
Set out the best principles that guide the production of PowerPoint
Introduce teachers to the skills, tools and techniques necessary to create
and present a lesson using Microsoft PowerPoint
Have teachers create specified lessons using Microsoft PowerPoint
Share the wealth of existing primary PowerPoint lessons with course
participants
Encourage reflection on ones current approach to the use and integration of
I.C.T. within the various curricular areas and how current good practice
could be further refined & enhanced.
Modules
01 - Plan and start building a lesson presentation, selecting a layout, inserting
text and pictures. Download, view, study, edit and use sample Mathematics
lessons.
02 - Apply a theme to the presentation, add some special animation features
and how to run the show. Download, view, study, edit and use sample Literacy
lessons.
03 - Select various views, to work in presenter view and how to select,
download, use and manipulate the thousands of readymade & available
templates. Download, view, study, edit and use sample Science lessons.

04 - Print the slide show, reherse timings, explore various save as options and
how to package for burning to CD. Download, view, study, edit and use sample
SESE lessons.
05 - Teachers will be afforded practice in using all Microsoft PowerPoint tools &
opportunities to combine all elements in the production of task based and
specified lessons. Download, view, study and use sample lessons across
various curricular areas.
"This course more than exceeded my expectations. I started the course with no
clue about the power of PowerPoint but I now feel very confident about creating
my own PowerPoints to support and enhance my teaching and my children's
learning experience. I found the video tutorials excellent e.g. how to insert
images. I also found it brilliant that you could replay them immediately or at a
later time. It helped reinforce and revise. I'm thrilled with my new skills. My only
regret is that I hadn't signed up for this course much earlier in my teaching
career. " Maria, 2021

